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Abstract
The review deals with applications of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques to study flow. We first briefly discuss the principles of flow measurement by MRI and give examples of some applications, such as multiphase flows, the MRI rheology of complex fluid flows, and blood flows in the human body.
1. INTRODUCTION

Because most illustrations of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique occur in the medical field, many believe that MRI is a technique that mainly provides nice colorful 3D pictures. In reality, proton MRI, which is the basis of the vast majority of MRI measurements, can be used to measure a wide range of different parameters within a sample, such as hydrogen density, relaxation time, velocity, acceleration, and diffusion coefficients (Callaghan 1999). One can also obtain more detailed chemical information about molecules by using some specialized MRI facilities, mixing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and MRI techniques. Therefore, when one wants to get a picture of a sample, MRI already proposes many different contrast sources, and also the measured information can be much more than a simple color.

Although NMR was originally developed in the field of physics, most of its imaging-related applications presently are in the medical field. Indeed, most modern hospitals are equipped with several MRI scanners that are mostly used for diagnostic purposes. This application of NMR has led to the development of commercially available MRI scanners with high magnetic fields and user-friendly interfaces that are, among many other things, perfectly suited to, and used for, measuring 3D flow fields.

Nowadays, simply typing “MRI and flow” in the Web of Science results in over 6300 hits with, perhaps surprisingly, only a small fraction (on the order of 100) for physics and engineering. Most MRI research–type flow measurements are again done in medicine, with cardiology representing the largest part. Over the past few years, however, there has been a renewed interest in the fields of physics and engineering in using MRI for flow measurements in a number of situations in which other techniques usually fail.

When comparing MRI with other standard imaging techniques such as X-ray tomography, one may question if the spatial resolution on MRI pictures is not too limited. Because of signal-to-noise constraints, pixels usually cannot be much smaller than one-hundredth of the sample size. On some microimaging devices, one can obtain 10-μm resolution when working on samples a few millimeters in size; however, this is still rather far away from the 1-μm resolution that can be achieved now with many X-ray tomographic devices.

Surprisingly, MRI motion sensitivity is much more accurate because imaging and motion measurement techniques are not subject to the same constraints. Even on big MRI facilities, in which the spatial resolution cannot be better than 1 mm, sample displacements of less than 1 μm and velocities as small as 10 μm s\(^{-1}\) can be measured. This accuracy for flow measurement, as well as the unique possibility of working on opaque or heterogeneous systems, makes MRI particularly well suited for fluid mechanics research.

Previous reviews (Callaghan 1999, Fukushima 1999, Stapf & Han 2006) already have compiled, in a quasi-exhaustive way, the state of the art of all the possibilities that MRI offers in different fields, such as chemical engineering, fluid mechanics, and fluid transport in porous media. However, in spite of all the possibilities for the use of MRI, the gap between what MRI can potentially do and what MRI methods are routinely used for in fluid mechanics is still large.
Therefore, in the following sections, we do not review all the possibilities that MRI offers, but instead we highlight the state-of-the-art use of MRI in some fluid mechanical problems. We mainly consider rapid flows because these have recently become much more accessible experimentally and much of the recent progress has come from this area, not only in physics and engineering, but also in medicine. We present two topics from classical fluid mechanics (multiphase flow and transport in porous media) as an example, but mainly focus on recent and rather exciting results in the MRI rheology of complex fluids, in addition to exploring the current status of MRI flow measurements in medicine, notably cardiology. To set the stage, we first briefly review the principles of MRI and MRI velocimetry.

2. OVERVIEW OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

2.1. Basics

MRI (Callaghan 1999) is one of the NMR techniques. It makes use of the spin properties of atomic nuclei to get spatially resolved information about the structure and dynamics inside a sample. Any detailed description of NMR phenomenon requires the use of quantum mechanics. However, an approximate description by the means of classical concepts is often sufficient to derive most MRI principles, and we use this approach here.

We consider hereafter the so-called proton NMR, the NMR of hydrogen nuclei, for which the classical description turns out to be quite accurate. Because of their spin properties, any small group of hydrogen nuclei (which does not depend on their belonging to the same molecule) may develop, under appropriate conditions, a nonzero magnetic dipole \( \vec{M} \): the magnetization vector. When immersed in a sufficiently strong magnetic field \( \vec{B}_0 = B_0 \hat{z} \) (order of magnitude: 1 Tesla), \( \vec{M} \) exhibits a threefold behavior depicted schematically in Figure 1.
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**Figure 1**
The threefold behavior of spin magnetization in nuclear magnetic resonance. From left to right, polarization in a strong static magnetic field, and precession and relaxation in out-of-equilibrium situations. RF, radio frequency.
1. **Polarization.** At rest, \( \vec{M} \) reaches a stable equilibrium value \( \vec{M}_0 \):

\[
\vec{M}_0 = \frac{\gamma^2 h^2}{kT} \vec{B}_0.
\]

The constant \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen nuclei.

2. **Precession.** \( \vec{M} \) can be tilted away from its equilibrium value when irradiated by a radio-frequency magnetic field at proper frequency \( \omega_0 = \gamma B_0 \), corresponding to the so-called Larmor frequency (approximately 40 MHz at 1T). This is a resonant process, and experimental setting of this frequency should be quite accurate. Just after tilting, \( \vec{M} \) does not come back at once to its equilibrium value \( \vec{M}_0 \) but precesses some time around \( \vec{B}_0 \) at frequency \( \omega_0 \):

\[
\frac{d\vec{M}}{dt} = \gamma \vec{M} \times \vec{B}_0.
\]

A simple radio-frequency antenna settled close enough to the sample can detect precession in amplitude and phase. Only transverse component \( M_x \) and \( M_y \) are actually measured, giving rise to the so-called complex NMR signal:

\[
S(t) = M_x(t) + iM_y(t).
\]

3. **Relaxation.** While precessing, \( \vec{M} \) progressively gets closer to \( \vec{M}_0 \). Relaxation in fluids usually involves two independent first-order processes: (a) longitudinal relaxation, with characteristic time \( T_1 \), corresponding to \( M_z \)’s returning to \( M_0 \) value, and (b) transverse relaxation, corresponding to the vanishing of both \( M_x \) and \( M_y \) values, with characteristic time \( T_2 \). For instance, the NMR signal emitted after a full tilting of \( \vec{M}_0 \) in \( x \) direction reads

\[
S(t) = M_0 \exp \left( -i\omega_0 t - \frac{t}{T_2} \right).
\]

### 2.2. The MRI Facility

An MRI facility (shown schematically in Figure 2) usually comprises three different parts. (a) The magnet creates the constant and homogeneous magnetic field \( \vec{B}_0 \) inside the sample. Popular at the moment are superconducting systems, which provide the best field stability. (b) The radio-frequency coil, which surrounds the sample area, often works both as an emitter and a receptor for radio-frequency fields and alternatively initiates and detects precession motion during experiments. The magnet and radio-frequency coil are actually part of any NMR spectrometer. (c) Gradient coils locate and detect sample motions throughout space. They produce at will a controlled inhomogeneous static magnetic field inside the sample, which superimposes on \( \vec{B}_0 \) and results in a homogeneous space gradient for Larmor frequency:

\[
\omega_0 = \gamma B_0 \rightarrow \gamma (B_0 + \vec{G} \cdot \vec{r}).
\]
Therefore, no probe needs to be inserted inside the sample. As long as the magnetic field does not affect the sample behavior, MRI can be seen as a nonperturbative technique.

2.3. MRI Sequence

To get any information about the sample, MRI performs a series of short excitation-measurement cycles, called sequences, on the spin system. Although an extensive description of the methodology used for fluid mechanic purposes is out of the scope of this article, we summarize the philosophy of most involved sequences through the example shown in Figure 3.

The sequence starts with a radio-frequency emission that puts the magnetization out of equilibrium. For a global excitation of the whole sample, the excitation frequency should be $\omega_0$. However, this frequency can also be shifted to another value, $\omega_1$, and associated with a gradient $\vec{G}_0$ to create a so-called space-selective excitation: Because of the resonant characteristics of the excitation process, only those nuclei located close to the plane defined by $\omega_1 = \omega_0 + \gamma \vec{G}_0 \cdot \vec{r}$ effectively start to precess. Actually, any simple-shaped restricted part of the sample can be selected through this trick.

Then, a time-dependent gradient $\vec{G}(t)$ is applied. By solving precession-relaxation equations, the general form of the NMR signal emitted by a piece of sample...
undergoing a trajectory \( \vec{r}(t) \) and with transverse relaxation time \( T_2 \) reads

\[
S(t) = m_0 \exp \left( -i\omega_0 t - i\gamma \int_0^t \vec{G}(t') \cdot \vec{r}(t') \, dt' - \frac{t}{T_2} \right).
\]

The NMR signal is recorded when needed. This elementary signal depends on many pieces of information. The excited magnetization \( m_0 \) at \( t = 0 \) is usually proportional to the hydrogen density inside the sample. \( T_2 \) loss in signal amplitude often depends on local physical chemistry. Eventually, the integral term involving \( \vec{G}(t) \) and \( \vec{r}(t) \) can be expanded as a Taylor series:

\[
\int_0^t \vec{G}(t') \cdot \vec{r}(t') \, dt' = \vec{r}(t = 0) \int_0^t \vec{G}(t') \, dt' + \frac{1}{2} \frac{d^2 \vec{r}}{dt^2} (t = 0) \int_0^t t \vec{G}(t') \, dt' + \cdots.
\]

Depending on the exact shape of \( \vec{G}(t) \), one can make these different integral terms independent and thus track different aspects of the trajectory, such as position, velocity, and acceleration.

In a flowing fluid, each part of the sample undergoes its own history during the sequence time, and the global NMR signal is the sum of thousands of such elementary signals. The main job for the MRI scientist is to design a series of sequences in such a way to make it possible, through further data processing, to sort all desired information.

When requirements about the amount and accuracy of information are small, one single sequence execution can sometimes be sufficient: The measurement lasts a few milliseconds and is said to be a snapshot. When full 3D information is required with high accuracy, several thousands of successive sequences may be needed: The NMR measurement process can last up to a few hours and is only suited for static or statistically static situations.

MRI measurements are not necessarily always 3D pictures. They can also be simply 2D or 1D projections of all or some part of the sample. For the purposes of MRI velocimetry, which is the subject of this article, the results may even take the form of simple curves, e.g., a velocity component versus a space coordinate.

### 2.4. MRI Velocimetry: Trends in Methodology

The application of MRI techniques to quantify flow dates back at least to 1959, well before the potential of MRI was discovered, and was clinically implemented in the early 1980s (Singer 1959, Singer & Crooks 1983). The velocity inside a flowing fluid may be probed in various ways. The first technique used was time of flight, also called bolus, based on the NMR excitation of a restricted part of the fluid and tracking its position throughout time (see, e.g., Merbold et al. 1986). The spin-tagging technique (Zerhouni et al. 1988) is based on the same idea but tracks a more complex magnetic pattern drawn on the whole fluid and allows a spatially resolved description of the flow. A beautiful example of this method is presented by Moser (2000), who observed Taylor-Couette flow in a Couette rheometer. Figure 4 shows another example, in
Figure 4
A 2D image of a flowing clay suspension (bentonite) in a Couette cell, showing the deformation of virtual lines in the sample. This specific example shows shear localization; i.e., part of the material closest to the moving inner cylinder flows, whereas the other part does not.

which the bright lines correspond to tagged spins that were tagged on straight lines at time zero; the deformation of the lines owing to the flow is clearly visible. One drawback of the spin-tagging technique is that flow measurement requires complex image processing. In addition, the space density of original information is often sparse, so both the spatial resolution and velocity accuracy suffer strong limitations.

More accurate techniques are phase-shift or phase-contrast velocity mapping (Dumoulin et al. 1989, Fukushima 1999, Pelc et al. 1991). These techniques make use of the above-mentioned flow-induced changes in signal phase. In such measurements, a phase map of the NMR signal is drawn throughout space. Velocity information is obtained by comparing in each single pixel the measured phase with the zero phase of a flow-compensated reference phase map. Because one can get detailed information about flow inside each pixel, phase-shift methods offer the best spatial resolution currently. They are also the most accurate, and velocity as small as a few tens of micrometers per second can be measured.

The phase-shift technique has been validated extensively, both in and ex vivo (Hundley et al. 1995), and applications of this technique are plentiful (see Stapf & Han 2006). As an example, Figure 5 shows the results of Rodts et al. (2004), who measured a full 3D velocity map for a visco-elastic fluid (carbopol) moving inside a small model of a concrete blender.

Other techniques include those with exogenous and endogenous (spin-labeling) tracer methods, which are used in functional brain imaging (Petrella & Provenzale 2000). We do not discuss these techniques further here.

3. MULTIPHASE FLOW AND FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA

3.1. Multiphase Flow

Multiphase flow is of huge importance for industrial applications; pertinent examples include heat exchangers and oil recovery. The main problem engineers are facing in
these applications is that the distribution of the phases in the flow has a great impact on the flow properties (for instance, the pressure drop), but the fluid distribution in general is not known. Although in principle MRI is a powerful tool to use to access both velocity and concentration profiles in a flowing system, few MRI experiments on multiphase flow exist (Götz & Zick 2003, Le Gall et al. 2001, Müller et al. 2007). Here we consider some measurements done by S. Rafai, F. Bertrand & D. Bonn (unpublished manuscript), who used a Couette cell inside a vertical MRI apparatus to characterize the fluid distribution in the flow of an oil-water system. Figure 6 shows

Figure 5
A 2D section of a 3D velocity map in a carbopol gel moving inside the annular container of a small model of a concrete blender (phase-shift magnetic resonance imaging measurements). The fluid is shown in orange; the outer part of the blender is shown in violet. Only in-plane components of the velocity field are shown.

Figure 6
Oil and water mixing in a Couette cell rheometer, showing the evolution of the sample inside a 2D cross section along the axis of the cell. The imaging sequence was chosen so that water appears in white, and oil in black. Starting from a fully demixed situation (left panel), a progressive increase of the water signal in the top region of the cell is observed as mixing goes on; this is one of the clues for the emulsification process. In the far-right panel, imaging artifacts due to fluid motion can be observed; these may be removed by a proper choice of parameters for the MRI measurements.
the results of the MRI measurements of the fluid distributions; at rest oil and water are completely demixed. For intermediate velocities, partial mixing occurs, which is most likely initiated by Taylor-Couette vortices that lead to a flow instability. Finally, at the highest speeds, the material becomes homogeneous owing to the turbulence inside the cell (the Reynolds number becomes on the order of 500): The oil phase is finely dispersed as droplets within the water phase, and an emulsion has formed. Measurements show that the flow resistance of the emulsion can be $10^3$ times as large as that of the demixed oil-water system. This clearly demonstrates the necessity of measuring the fluid distribution under flow; in fact these experiments were inspired by observations of a huge increase in flow resistance in oil recovery pipes, in which oil, water, and gas flow out simultaneously, and under some specific conditions a strong increase in apparent viscosity is observed (Hall 1997).

### 3.2. Flow in Porous Media

An important application of MRI is that of fluid transport in porous media, again a significant domain in industrial engineering. Mantle & Sederman (2003) have recently reviewed gas/liquid and liquid/liquid flows in porous media. Traditionally, researchers have used techniques such as X-ray tomography or gamma-ray densitometry for this application. However, the errors involved in such measurements are rather large because in general both the porous medium and the liquid absorb some of the radiation. In MRI, this is not a problem, and presently one can readily obtain quantitative 3D images, for instance, of the water distribution inside a rock or a piece of concrete. In more recent years, attention has shifted somewhat to studies of the dynamics of liquid transport in porous media, such as imbibition, and the drying and drainage of water in porous media. Recently, researchers have focused on the fundamental understanding of the relation between the flows and the properties of the porous medium.

As a mere example of the vast literature that exists on this subject (for reviews, see Callaghan 1999, Fukushima 1999, Stapf & Han 2006), we discuss Shahidzadeh-Bonn et al.’s (2004) recent experiment on the dynamics of water drainage from model porous media with different wetting properties. They studied the effect of wetting on the dynamic gravity drainage (two-phase flow) in well-controlled model porous media. The results show the importance of wetting properties on the dynamics (Figures 7 and 8): For a water-wet (hydrophilic) porous medium, the drainage is rapid in the beginning and slower in the end, whereas in an oil-wet (hydrophobic) porous material, the drainage is much more regular (but slow). For hydrophilic porous media, the hydraulic continuity of the liquid phase allows for a flow through the liquid films that cover the porous material, whereas only bulk water displacement is observed for hydrophobic porous media. At the final stages of drainage, some water remains in the hydrophilic medium owing to capillary rise. However, a lot of water also is retained in the hydrophobic medium in a heterogeneous distribution of water pockets; the latter finding shows the importance of the hydraulic continuity of the water phase for an efficient removal of water. These results show the large impact of the wetting properties of porous media on the fluid transport through it, which is relevant, for
Figure 7
Magnetic resonance imaging profiles of the water content in a column during drainage; times indicated on the curves are in minutes (a) for the hydrophilic glass beads and (b) for the hydrophobic glass beads.

Figure 8
Magnetic resonance images of the water distribution within the column at the end of the drainage (a) for the hydrophilic glass beads and (b) the hydrophobic glass beads. The white color in the picture shows the presence of water in the column.
instance, for oil recovery, in which the wettability of the rocks has an influence on the oil recovery rate.

4. MRI RHEOLOGY

4.1. MRI Rheology of Complex Fluids

The flow behavior of complex fluids, such as polymer or surfactant solutions, is of both practical and fundamental interest (Larson 1999). The large length scales present in these systems, when compared to molecular dimensions, can lead to interactions between the flow field and the structure of the complex fluids. A structural change can affect the viscosity of the fluid and thus, in turn, modify the flow field; this coupling between structure and flow is in most cases responsible for the large difference in flow properties between complex fluids and normal (Newtonian) fluids. Traditional rheology, however, is blind in the sense that only macroscopic mechanical information is obtained in measurements. In the interpretation of such data, it is often implicitly or explicitly assumed that the flow of the material is homogeneous. However, this is often not the case in practice owing to the coupling between the flow and structure, and/or organization of complex fluids. In this section we consider a few examples that have recently been studied extensively using MRI to measure flow heterogeneity. The first one is a flow-induced phase transition in which a new phase with a different material viscosity appears when it is sheared sufficiently fast, leading to the coexistence of a low- and a high-viscosity state. The second example is the shear banding (localization) observed in yield stress fluids, and the third is flow-induced particle migration in (wet) granular materials.

In all these cases, MRI can be and has been used to obtain the local measurements of the flow and consequently of the flow properties, which is called MRI rheology. If the rheology is done in a Couette cell with an inner cylinder of radius \( R_i \), and the corresponding stresses on the rotating inner cylinder \( \sigma_i \), are measured, the momentum balance equation gives the local stress at a radial distance \( r \) from the center of the MRI cell as \( \sigma = \sigma_i \frac{r^2}{R_i^2} \). Then, with the MRI measurement of the velocity profile in the cell, the local shear rate follows from \( \dot{\gamma} = r \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( \frac{v_\theta(r)}{r} \right) \). The magnitude of the shear rate can thus be deduced from the velocity profile \( v_\theta(r) \), and \( r \) can be eliminated from these two equations to deduce the constitutive equation of the fluid in simple shear, i.e., the relation between \( \sigma \) and \( \dot{\gamma} \).

The common characteristic of the systems discussed below is that they all exhibit a stress plateau, i.e., a constant stress for a range of shear rates. Such plateaus have been observed for a variety of systems; the rheological interpretation of such plateaus is not straightforward, as, for instance, a stress plateau (a horizontal plateau) implies that for a given stress, several shear rates and consequently viscosities are possible. Such stress plateaus can have different origins, for surfactant systems principally observed in lamellar phases (Diat et al. 1993, Léon et al. 2000) and systems forming giant micelles (Berret et al. 1994, Cappelaere et al. 1997, Lerouge et al. 1998), but they are also observed for other complex fluids (McLeish & Ball 1986, Larson 1999, Panizza et al. 1995, Tordella 1969). The observations on some systems agree with...
the hypothesis of a shear-induced coexistence (shear banding), whereas other invoke wall slip to account for the plateau. Most of this discussion is complicated because no detailed measurements of the velocity profiles in the moving liquid exist, making it difficult to assert what underlies such stress plateaus. In the past few years MRI has been used extensively to study this and has allowed for the detection of wall slip, for instance, in flowing foams and emulsions (Bertola et al. 2003), silicone oil-in-water emulsions, xanthan gum, and mayonnaise (Gibbs et al. 1996, Johns & Hollingsworth 2007, Rofe et al. 1996). Conversely, much effort has been put into the understanding of shear banding, which we discuss below.

4.2. Shear Banding in Surfactant Systems

One problem that has attracted much attention lately is the effect of shear on the flow and structure of surfactant solutions (Berret et al. 1994, Cappelaere et al. 1997, Diat et al. 1993, Hu et al. 1998, Léon et al. 2000, Lerouge et al. 1998, Oda et al. 1996, Spenley et al. 1993). Rheo-MRI has allowed for significant new insights into this problem. We focus here on shear-induced phase coexistence, which occurs most frequently in wormlike micellar surfactant solutions and is in general characterized by a plateau (vertical or horizontal) in the measured flow curves, i.e., of the stress as a function of the shear rate (Berret et al. 1994, Olmsted 1999). A proposed explanation is a shear-induced phase coexistence: A shear-induced phase transition occurs (Berret et al. 1994, Olmsted & Golbart 1990, Porte et al. 1997) at a certain shear rate, and the plateau signals a two-phase coexistence. The variation of the (average) shear rates is achieved if the proportion of the less viscous phase (which has the larger shear rate) grows, and the proportion of the more viscous phase diminishes. Researchers have tested this proposition using MRI (Fischer & Callaghan 1999, Lopez-Gonzalez et al. 2004, Mair & Callaghan 1996) and also light scattering (Salmon et al. 2003), ultrasound (Manneville et al. 2004), and particle imaging velocimetry (Mendez-Sanchez et al. 2003). To demonstrate MRI’s potential in these problems, we discuss one specific example: Drappier et al.’s (2006) study of a system of wormlike micelles. In the rheology, imposing first the shear rate and plotting the shear stress as a function of the shear rate (Figure 9), they observed an almost horizontal plateau. During the plateau, the same shear stress $\sigma$ is measured, for a shear rate between $\gamma_1 \approx 1 \text{s}^{-1}$ and $\gamma_2 \approx 100 \text{s}^{-1}$. Consequently, the viscosity $\eta = \frac{\sigma}{\gamma}$ decreases during the plateau, and the system is strongly shear thinning.

The velocity profile in the gap measured by MRI using 2D phase-shift mapping (Figure 10) shows that on increasing the shear rate on the stress plateau, a highly sheared region progressively invades the gap. This region appears to correspond to the birefringent band; the larger part of the shear rate is concentrated in the new band, near the rotating cylinder, and we may conclude that the shear-induced phase has a lower viscosity. Figure 10 also shows a clear discontinuity in slope in the profile, corresponding to the low- and high-shear band. Drappier et al. (2006) were able to locate the average position of the interface rather precisely, although large fluctuations in the interface position have been observed in similar systems (Becu et al. 2004, Holmes et al. 2003, Lopez-Gonzalez et al. 2004). Figure 11 shows
Figure 9
Shear stress as a function of the shear rate for a wormlike micellar system measured in a Couette cell. Figure taken from Drappier et al. 2006.

Figure 10
Velocity profiles measured by magnetic resonance imaging for different imposed shear rates. Increasing the shear rate on the stress plateau causes a highly sheared region to progressively invade the gap (the gap is 1 cm). For each imposed shear rate, the velocity of the wall is denoted as $v_w$.

Figure 11
Width of the shear band relative to the gap width from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) velocity profiles compared with those measured using birefringence and to the theoretical prediction from a simple lever rule.
a comparison with the fraction of the gap occupied by the bands as a function of the macroscopic shear rate and shows that the proportion of the induced phase can be calculated by a simple lever rule:

$$\alpha = \frac{\gamma - \gamma_1}{\gamma_2 - \gamma_1}. $$

To quantify the shear bands, one can view the MRI measurements on these homogeneous fluids as agreeing with the rheology measurements. It seems reasonable to suppose that for the limited range of stresses and shear rates covered in a single experiment, the behavior of a homogeneous fluid can be approximated by a power-law shear thinning behavior: \( \eta = k \gamma^{n-1} \), with \( \eta \) the viscosity, \( k \) a constant, \( \gamma \) the shear rate, and \( n \) the power-law exponent. If this is done, the Stokes equation gives the following velocity profile:

$$v_\theta(r) = \omega \frac{R_2^2 - 1}{R_1^2 - 1} \left( \frac{R_2}{r} \right)^{1/n}. $$

with \( \omega \) the angular velocity of the inner cylinder; \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) the radii of inner and outer cylinder, respectively; and \( r \) the position in the gap from the axis of the inner cylinder.

Fitting, for instance, the velocity profile in the low-shear band from the MRI, one finds \( n = 0.29 \), in agreement with the flow curve obtained using the rheometer before the stress plateau that gives \( n = 0.32 \). From the comparison between the local MRI measurements with the macroscopic flow curve, it follows that all the experimental observations agree with the simple idea of a shear-induced transition between a high- and a low-viscosity phase; the detailed analysis of the velocity profiles allows for the conclusion that the viscosities of the coexisting phases are those of the homogeneous fluids that exist before and after the stress plateau.

### 4.3. MRI Rheology of Yield Stress Fluids

Yield stress fluids are materials made of a high concentration of small elements (colloidal particles, bubbles, droplets, microgel beads, etc.) immersed in an interstitial liquid. As such their rheological behavior is not simple (i.e., they are non-Newtonian fluids), which finds its origin in their jammed structure: the continuous network of interactions between elements throughout the sample. Such materials are said to have a yield stress; i.e., they are solid as long as the applied stress is smaller than a critical value (the yield stress, \( \sigma_c \)) and liquid otherwise. The yield stress corresponds to the minimum stress needed to break the network of interactions. Moreover, they are often thixotropic; i.e., their apparent viscosity depends on the flow history. Typically, this takes the form of an increase of the yield stress at rest and a decrease of the viscosity in the liquid regime after flow start. These materials may also easily develop slip along a smooth solid wall as a result of some particle depletion at the approach of the wall. The yielding, thixotropy, and wall slip are usually inferred from macroscopic conventional rheometry, so MRI velocimetry can provide direct evidence and measurements of these phenomena within pastes, which are generally nontransparent materials.
The yielding behavior implies that as soon as the stress is not homogeneous, solid and liquid regions can coexist within the sample. For example, in the simple shear flow inside a coaxial cylinder (Couette) rheometer the shear stress decreases as the square of the distance (r) from the central axis: \( \sigma = \sigma_1 \frac{r^2}{R_1^2} \). It follows that when \( \sigma_1 < \sigma_c (R_2/R_1)^2 \), the material is in its liquid regime up to the critical distance \( r_c = R_1 \sqrt{\sigma/\sigma_c} \), so the thickness of the sheared region is \( \epsilon = R_1 (\sqrt{\sigma/\sigma_c} - 1) \). Beyond this distance, the material remains in its solid regime. Obviously when the torque or the rotation velocity of the inner cylinder (\( \Omega_1 \)) increases, the sheared region decreases (see Figure 12). MRI velocimetry makes it possible to observe directly this effect with typical pasty materials (Callaghan 1999, Ragouillaux et al. 2006, Raynaud et al. 2002, Rodts et al. 2005, Wassenius & Callaghan 2005).

Also the behavior of the material beyond the yield stress is still not that of a Newtonian fluid; i.e., \( \sigma - \sigma_c \) is not proportional to the shear rate \( \dot{\gamma} \). This implies that the slope of the velocity profile in a Couette rheometer may vary significantly in the sheared region. This was effectively observed by MRI (see Figure 12 and above references). In that case, one may even deduce the behavior of the material from the velocity profile in the sheared region as explained above; however, the range of variation of the shear stress from the solid-liquid interface to the inner cylinder is generally rather short, so the constitutive law is only measured over a limited range of stresses.

MRI velocimetry made it possible to better understand some peculiar effects occurring at the interface between the solid and the liquid regions. Indeed it is usually considered that the shear rate decreases to zero at the approach of the yield stress (\( \dot{\gamma} \to 0 \) when \( \sigma \to \sigma_c \)). In practice, researchers observed an abrupt change of the slope of the velocity profile at the solid-liquid interface (Coussot et al. 2002a), indicating that \( \dot{\gamma} \to \dot{\gamma}_c \) when \( \tau \to \tau_c \), with \( \dot{\gamma}_c \neq 0 \) (Bonn et al. 2002, Jarny et al.
Figure 13
Magnetic resonance imaging velocity profiles for a bentonite suspension (3.2%) during transient tests, here represented, for the sake of clarity, by exponential functions fitted to data in the sheared region: sudden change from 60 to 10 rpm (increasing time from right to left). The delay between two successive velocity profiles is 25.6 s, and the steady state is reached after a time of the order of 600 s. Data taken from Raynaud et al. 2002.

2005, Ragouillaux et al. 2006, Rodts et al. 2005). Such an effect had been suggested by some conventional rheometry works (Coussot et al. 2002b), but MRI definitely confirmed its existence and provides an accurate technique for determining this new rheological parameter (\(\dot{\gamma_c}\)). A particular consequence of this effect is that the material cannot support a steady shear at a rate below \(\dot{\gamma_c}\), so shear-banding should occur even in cone and plate geometry, as observed for a bentonite suspension (Coussot et al. 2002a).

Because the apparent viscosity, and in particular the yield stress, can depend on the flow history, we can expect that the velocity profile determined by MRI velocimetry will evolve in time. This is typically the effect observed with strongly thixotropic suspensions (see Figure 13): The sheared thickness in steady state decreases with the time of rest before flow (for the same value of \(\Omega\)). Also, as a result of viscosity variations in time, in transient flows we can expect that the shape of the velocity profile and/or the position of the solid-liquid interface will evolve in time (Raynaud et al. 2002). However, for now there is no straightforward technique for interpreting such data in rheological terms. This does not reflect a weakness of MRI, which on the contrary provides a huge set of data from any such experiment, but more reflects the absence of general rheological tools for describing in a general way the thixotropy of complex fluids. Raynaud et al. (2002) attempted to interpret this and concluded that the apparent thixotropic behavior of the paste is mainly controlled by the displacement of the solid-liquid interface, whereas the apparent viscosity in the liquid phase does not change much. Also the predictions of a simple thixotropy model have been compared with these data (Roussel et al. 2004).
4.4. MRI Rheology of Wet Granular Materials

The seemingly simple question of whether a constitutive equation can be defined for granular systems in general does not appear to have a simple answer (GDR MiDi 2004, Jaeger et al. 1996, Mueth et al. 2000), despite the necessity, for a large number of applications, of predicting the resistance to flow. Because of the volume conservation that is not necessarily present for dry granular materials, perhaps the simplest example of granular flow is that of wet granular materials (i.e., pastes), which are of crucial importance in industrial and civil engineering, and in geophysics (Herminghaus 2005). For wet granular materials, from the comparison between global (rheological) measurements of the viscosity and local measurements using velocity profiles measured in a Couette cell with an MRI scanner, researchers concluded that there is no simple constitutive equation relating shear stress to shear rate only, as may be observed in Figure 14 from the difference in viscosities deduced from local (MRI) and global measurements (Huang et al. 2005).

This conclusion was attributed to the migration of particles, another phenomenon that can be studied by MRI. From the local MRI rheology, one can calculate the viscosity variation in the gap, as is shown in Figure 15. Using MRI to measure the gradient in particle density, researchers found that, owing to the flow, the material is diluted where it flows rapidly and compacted where the flow is slow (Ovarlez et al. 2006). This results in the local variation of the viscosity.

Such shear-induced particle migration has been studied mainly in conduits and Couette rheometers (Abbott et al. 1991, Altobelli et al. 1991, Chow et al. 1994, Corbett et al. 1995, Götz et al. 2001, Graham et al. 1991, Sinton & Chow 1991) but may be not enough systematically for a full understanding of the basic processes of migration. Independent of the mechanism of migration, the measurement of the density profile for the granular paste showed that the particle volume fraction increases linearly with increasing distance from the moving inner cylinder, which qualitatively confirms that the viscosity varies within the gap owing to a flow-induced density variation.

![Figure 14](image-url)

The rheology of concentrated suspensions (solid volume fraction approximately 60%) of polystyrene particles in a Newtonian fluid studied by conventional rheology and magnetic resonance imaging.
5. MRI FLOW MEASUREMENTS IN CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE

In past decades, the application of MRI techniques for a more accurate quantification of blood flow rates through vessels, heart valves, and conduits has greatly enhanced our knowledge about the distribution of blood volume and the consequences of cardiovascular overload in a number of pathological conditions (Taylor & Draney 2004). As such, it has guided medical intervention in a number of cardiovascular diseases. Although Doppler echocardiography is still predominantly used to study blood flow dynamics in the clinical setting, this technique lacks the ability to calculate spatial average velocity and volume flow in spatially nonuniform pulsatile flow profiles, common in the heart and great vessels, and is therefore considered less suited to quantify blood flow in vivo. Among the most important applications in cardiovascular medicine are the diagnoses of heart failure, heart valve disease, and vascular disease.

Heart failure may be caused by inborn unfavorable anatomy (congenital heart disease), heart muscle disease (inborn or as a result from heart valve/vascular disease), or heart valve disease. Although echocardiography is generally sufficient to determine the cause of heart failure, MRI is often helpful in the assessment of the severity of disease and in guiding therapy. Other than with echocardiography, there are no
anatomical limitations in finding the correct imaging planes. By measuring volume flow through the aorta, one can measure cardiac output, which is a measure of cardiac performance. In addition, the assessment of inflow through the valves yields the characteristics of ventricular filling, a disturbance generally considered an early stage of heart failure. Investigators have recently shown that it can even be the sole cause of decreased cardiac performance in some cases (Rademakers & Bogaert 2006), and MRI assessment of this is thus clinically relevant.

MRI is also the only in vivo modality capable of the quantification of leakage and obstruction of the heart valves, which is of great clinical importance. Figure 16 shows an example of a high-velocity jet of blood emerging from a narrowed heart valve. The quantitative assessment of valvular obstruction (stenosis) is generally performed

---

**Figure 16**

Assessment of flow through a narrowed heart valve (stenosis) by phase-contrast velocity mapping. *(Left panel)* The modulus (direct) image of the heart. *(Right panel)* A high velocity jet above the pulmonary valve can be seen (arrow) on the phase image. The small figures *(bottom panel)* show 8 of the 30 frames from the cardiac cycle; i.e., approximately 30 frames correspond to one heartbeat.
Figure 17
Volume flow through the incompetent pulmonary valve showing severe leakage. A positive flow rate corresponds to blood going through in the right direction; negative values correspond to the wrong direction.

by evaluating the pressures on each side of the valve from the Bernoulli equation, \( p = \frac{1}{2} \rho v^2 \), where \( v \) is the maximum velocity distal from the valve. In this case, MRI can yield a reliable velocity measurement and thus allows for a quantitative assessment of the problem. Figure 17 shows the quantitative measurement of the flow through the heart valve, and severe leakage of the valve is concluded from the negative part of the flow curve; the latter means that blood flows back through the valve, which results in volume overload of the heart.

On a research level, flow patterns in the heart investigated by MRI have allowed researchers studying implanted artificial heart valves to direct the development of new artificial valves with better hemodynamic profiles (Kozerke et al. 2001, Rahimtoola 2006). In addition, although spatial resolution is limited with current MRI scanners, efforts have been made to measure flow in coronary arteries and bypass grafts by MRI, to assess the severity of coronary obstructions (Langerak et al. 2002). This application is still in a research phase but may evolve into a useful tool in the diagnosis and treatment of coronary artery disease. By applying velocity gradients in three directions, one can image 3D contraction patterns of the heart muscle, allowing the isolation of defective regions (Jung et al. 2006). Flow measurements in the great arteries facilitate the assessment of pulse wave velocity, a measure of arterial elasticity, which is of clinical importance in heart failure and degenerative vascular disease (Nollen et al. 2004).

MRI is also useful in the diagnosis and treatment of congenital (inborn) heart disease (Sahn & Vick 2001). One of the major problems here is the quantification of intra- and extracardiac shunts (a shunt is a hole or faulty connection in the blood flow circuit, allowing blood to bypass the normal circuit), which has always been a quite elaborate invasive investigation. With MRI, two flow measurements through the aorta and pulmonary artery will do the job. In the congenital narrowing of the aorta (aortic coarctation), the severity of obstruction is indicated by the extent of collateral...
circulation. Again, only two flow measurements through the aorta are necessary, one before the obstruction and one at the level of the diaphragm. Flow measurements in implanted conduits and pulmonary arteries may reveal obstruction, not detectable by echocardiography.

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this article, we briefly review some of the most important and/or spectacular applications of magnetic resonance imaging to study flow: multiphase flows, the MRI rheology of complex fluid flows, and blood flows in the human body. In all these cases, MRI offers very good 3D flow imaging possibilities with a high precision on the flow speed, a reasonable spatial resolution, and a high data acquisition rate; the above examples on cardiac MRI imaging are especially impressive in this respect. Previous reviews have covered in a quasi-exhaustive way all possibilities offered for different fields such as chemical engineering, fluid mechanics, and fluid transport in porous media (Callaghan 1999, Fukushima 1999, Stapf & Han 2006). However, in spite of all the possibilities for the use of MRI, the gap between what MRI can potentially do and what MRI methods are routinely used for in fluid mechanics is still large, and the field is therefore open to many more applications in fluid mechanics.
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